PART A: RESEARCH LEVEL

Name: __________________________

My mineral is ____________________.

For this assignment, you will need to:

1) **Select a mineral from the list of minerals, or from an online source.**
   You may select any mineral, however selecting a less popular mineral may help your own mineral to “stick out” as an advertisement.

2) **Complete the Mighty Mineral information sheet.**
   Use available resources to collect your information. Information sheets must be neat and contain all the information requested. You also need to provide a list of your sources on the back of your information sheet.

3) **Create a cartoon for your element.**
   The advertisement must include the mineral’s name, chemical formula, and a cartoon slogan that describes one or more of its important uses. You must also include pictures or a cartoon character that relates to your slogan. Advertisements must be neat and colorful. They may be done by hand or computer printed.
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Name ____________________________

My mineral is ________________________.

Chemical Formula: ____________________

Color(s): ___________________________

Location / Where It’s Found: ____________

Periodic Table Number(s): _____________

Hardness: ____________________________

Luster: ______________________________

Streak: ______________________________

Cleavage/Fracture: ____________________

Important Uses (minimum three):

1. __________________________________

2. __________________________________

3. __________________________________

4. __________________________________

5. __________________________________

Sources: ______________________________